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Background
Gastrointestinal stromal tumors (GIST) are mesenchymal neoplasms, derived from the interstitial cells of Cajal
and mainly characterized from driver mutation in tyrosine kinase receptor genes KIT and PDGFRA. During the
last 20 years, the tyrosine kinase inhibitors (TKI) revolutionized the therapy of GIST and resulted in extreme
improvement in the survival of patients with metastatic disease [1–3]. Unfortunately, responder patients invariably
develop resistance over time to all TKI, imatinib as well as sunitinib and regorafenib. Recently, new TKI have
demonstrated interesting results in the prolongation of survival in clinical studies [4,5]. However, the complexity of
the molecular background of GISTs resistant to TKI is characterized by the acquisition of secondary mutations and
additional genome alterations. The prolongation of patients’ life expectancy and the complex biology involved in
progressive disease led to a growing interest in developing new therapeutic approaches aimed at overcoming therapy
resistance, including immunotherapy. Recently, immunotherapy in oncology has revolutionized the treatment of
patients with cancer, improving survival outcomes [6–8].

In the last few years, several investigations on the GIST immune landscape have been conducted to characterize
the immunological profile as a basis for immunotherapy in GIST.

According to this research, tumor-infiltrating immune cells are present in GIST and seem to be associated with
disease outcomes and also with increasing the activity of imatinib. Tumor-associated macrophages (TAM) are
described as being present in the disease microenvironment, in particular, M2 macrophages appear as the most
enriched cells in metastatic and in imatinib-treated GIST cases [9–11]. Indeed, in a transgenic mouse model of
GIST, imatinib therapy could polarize TAM to a M2-like macrophage phenotype [9]. Imatinib also showed the
ability to promote the activation of natural killer (NK) cells and the production of IFN-γ, through the stimulation
of a KIT-dependent cross-talk between host dendritic cells and NK cells [11]. Actually, in GIST, the NK infiltrate
predicts progression free survival and patients treated with imatinib classified as immunologically active on the
basis of NK-interferon levels show a better survival [12]. Tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes represent the second more
enriched cell population in the GIST microenvironment [9,11,13,14]; however, only a few preclinical studies in mouse
models of GIST were conducted on this immune population. In addition, CD8+ T cells seem to synergize the
antitumor effects of imatinib [15]. In fact, Balacharan et al. showed that imatinib leads to the activation of CD8+

T cells and the inhibition of Treg through IDO inactivation. Finally, the therapeutic efficacy of imatinib may be
increased by combination with immune checkpoint inhibitors as showed in preclinical GIST murine models [16].
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Recently, in our own research team, we investigated the GIST microenvironment and predictive signatures
to immunotherapy, the expanded IFN-γ-induced immune signature (EIIS) and the T-cell-inflamed signature
(TIS) [17]. The results confirmed the presence of immune infiltrate cells, with dominance of CD4+ and CD8+ T
cells and M2 macrophages supporting a remarkable similarity with the microenvironment of melanoma. Moreover,
additional interesting data were related to the presence of the gene expression signatures recently identified to be
predictors of response to immune checkpoint inhibitors in multiple tumors. In particular, the EIIS is expressed in
all GIST samples and, interestingly, positively correlates with PD-L1 expression. This EIIS has been considered a
predictor to immunotherapy in head and neck squamous cell carcinoma, melanoma and also gastric cancer [18,19].
As matter of fact, it is well known that PD-L1 expression is directly induced in tumors, in the immune infiltrate and
stromal cells by sustained IFN-γ signaling representing feedback inhibition of the immune responses. Currently,
a number of studies have studied the PD-1/PD-L1 expression in GIST showing that PD-L1 tumor expression
evaluated by immunohistochemistry was higher in GIST than in other sarcomas and PD-L1 expression evaluated
at the mRNA level was heterogeneous across tumors [14,20]. In our series, we found that the EIIS signature was
positively correlated with PD-L1 expression and PD-L1 was positively correlated to both CD8A and CD8B gene
expression.

This evidence supports the presence of an immune-active tumor microenvironment suggesting the involvement
of adaptive immune-escape mechanisms, as described in other cancer settings.

In addition, in GIST, we found a high expression of the TIS signature and therefore high value of TIS score
that is very close to other tumor types in which immunotherapy with PD1/PD-L1 inhibitors is clinically effective.
The TIS score was introduced by Ayers et al. [18] and was initially derived using a set of melanoma samples and
then improved using 220 patients with nine different cancer types. It considers genes related to IFN-γ response,
antigen presentation, adaptive immune resistance, chemokine expression and cytotoxic activity and it correlates
with clinical benefit from immune checkpoint inhibitor treatment.

Our results on the presence of the immune cells in the microenvironment in GIST and the presence of immune
signatures known to be predictors of response to checkpoint inhibitors in oncology suggest that also in GIST a new
approach with immunotherapy along with TKI may show a therapeutic benefit.

An evaluation of the GIST immune landscape was recently performed also by Vitiello et al. and comparatively
analyzed the different molecular GIST subgroups. Through an integrated approach, based on bioinformatics,
immunohistochemistry (IHC) and flow cytometry, they demonstrated that GIST with PDGFRA mutations are
more immunogenic than GIST with other mutations. In particular, PDGFRA-mutant GIST showed a stronger
gene expression-based immune signature together with a higher abundance of CD45+ and CD8+ cells in tumor
microenvironment, confirming that this molecular class have higher cytolytic activity than GIST with similar
clinic pathologic features but different oncogenic drivers (such as KIT-mutant). Despite no correlation between
the immunological activity and neo-epitope burden nor number of high-affinity neo-epitopes being identified,
this study showed that almost all GIST mutations (in PDGFRA or KIT) generated at least one high-affinity
neo-epitope, which may be recognizable by the immune system. Interestingly, they showed that the PDGFRA
D842V mutation produced six different high-affinity neo-epitopes able to bind several HLA types including the
most common HLA in white individuals [21]. These findings are corroborated by the results obtained in our latest
work on PDGFRA-mutant GIST (yet unpublished) in which we highlight that D842V-mutant GIST exhibits a
remarkable enrichment of immune-signature, an increased TIS score and an abundance of CD8+ infiltrating T
cells with respect to non-D842V GIST.

Even though these recent findings seem to be promising for an immunotherapeutic approach in GIST, a clinical
trial with dasatanib and ipilimumab as the KIT and CTLA-4 blockade combination did not report a synergistic
activity, due to the limited clinical efficacy of this combination in GIST [22]. Regrettably, patients involved in
this trial were extensively pretreated with TKI and most of them were considered unevaluable for tumor response
since they developed a heavily TKI-resistant disease. As the authors also stated, this cohort is limited but generates
data that, in the era of new effective checkpoint inhibitors, may be useful for future protocols with TKI or IDO
combined with anti-PD-1 drugs or with other immunotherapeutic approaches.

Moreover, this trial was designated and conducted before the recent acquisition of data on the immunoprofiling
of GIST and its correlation with the kinase genotype.

In fact, recently, new immunological data suggests that GIST patients could benefit from immunotherapy along
with TKI. This hypothesis is extremely interesting since the new TKI can invariably lead to resistance development,
even though they are extremely promising in clinical trials as potent inhibitors of many secondary-resistant mutations
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located both in the ATP-binding pocket (mutations in the exons 13–14) and the activation loop (mutations in
exons 17–18). The Phase III trial comparing ripretinib with placebo in ≥4 lines of therapy in metastatic GIST
demonstrated a median progression free survival of 6.3 months for ripretinib, which was significantly improved
compared with placebo (1.0 month) [5]. These clinical data suggest that in the advanced setting, the kinase genotype
deregulation may not be the only driver of disease progression but a more complex biological background should
be taken into account. Therefore, the strategy to overcome TKI inhibition as an exclusively therapeutic approach
in GIST is still an unmet clinical need. New trials combining the checkpoint inhibitors to TKI are now planned
firstly in third line of treatments and, if promising, in earlier settings.

Furthermore, other immunological approaches are now emerging, exploiting different immunomodulatory
molecules to work together with TKI to be more effective. Of interest, the study proposed by Zhang et al., in which
the authors showed the ability of anti-CD40 antibody to revert the M2-like phenotype of TAM induced by KIT
pathway inhibition, resulted in a notable improvement on the antitumor effects of imatinib therapy [23].

In conclusion, in the last few years, many preclinical translational studies investigating the immunological
background of GIST have been conducted to explore the biological basis for the immunotherapy in this oncogene-
driven tumor. GIST presents a rich immune cell-infiltration profile along with the expression of signatures predicting
response to cancer immunotherapy, suggesting that GIST patients could benefit from a synergistic approach of
immunotherapy along with TKI. On this basis, future clinical trials should be encouraged.
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